Begin the road to higher education and a brighter future now.

EducationPlanner.org gave Mya the tools she needed to turn her days of caring for her sick teddy bear into a successful career as a nurse.
EducationPlanner.org is your one-stop career and college planning site.

- **Identify Your Skills** using our self-assessment & career exploration tools.
- **Find Careers** with the best search tools on the internet.
- **Master Standardized Tests** by accessing sample test questions and practice tests.
- **Choose a School** with practical resources that can help make your decision easier.
- **Search for Grants and Scholarships** and explore even more ways to pay.

These materials have been developed and paid for by the Pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance Agency (PHEAA) for informational purposes. Although the information contained in this document is believed to be accurate at the time of printing, PHEAA does not guarantee its accuracy. You should independently verify that this information is correct.
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